REVIEWS
whether these insertions have any functional consequences. In this regard, it will be particularly interesting
to define the mutations responsible for changes in the
regulation or function of genes, such as tga1 and tb1,
and so learn what molecular magic caught the eye of
ancient teosinte farmers some 7000 years ago.
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detect more subtle similarities than ever
before, often allowing a researcher to make
reasonable guesses about the possible
role(s) of new gene sequences. Unfortunately, functional annotation of gene
sequences can be fraught with difficulties,
the most pernicious of which can be erroneous descriptions of database entries2.
Therefore, the results of any database
search need careful examination, and it is
essential to understand the functions of the
matched proteins. Metabolic pathway databases can help in providing this understanding and also offer the context for further explorations of a functional assignment.
Here, we describe what you might do when
you find database matches that suggest your
new protein has some similarity to, say,
ketol-acid reductoisomerase and you have
little idea what these words even mean.
The SWISS-PROT database3, maintained by Amos Bairoch, is the most complete general resource for information
about individual proteins. SWISS-PROT
annotations have descriptions of the function
of a protein, its domain structure, posttranslational modifications, variants, reactions catalyzed by this protein, active site
residues, similarities with other sequences
and more. The database entries are linked
to the ENZYME database4, which contains
short descriptions of each enzyme and the
TIG AUGUST 1998 VOL. 14 NO. 8
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reaction it catalyzes. ENZYME is the primary reference point for the Enzyme
Classification (EC) numbers and, unlike
SWISS-PROT, includes enzymes that have
not yet been sequenced.
To put an enzyme name into a biochemical perspective, it is valuable to consider the metabolic pathways to which it
contributes. Perhaps the most familiar way
to do this is using the popular poster of biochemical pathways distributed by the
Boehringer Mannheim5, which is now available on the WWW6. This online map can
be searched for both the enzyme and
the metabolite names, and it links to the
ENZYME database. If you still prefer the
paper version, you can request it by sending
an e-mail message to biochemts_us@bmc.
boehringer-mannheim.com. The Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG)7 was developed especially for the
Web and offers the additional ability to focus
on the metabolic reactions in specific organisms. This frequently updated site presents a
comprehensive set of metabolic pathway
charts, both general and specific for each of
the completely sequenced genomes, as well
as for Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila
and human. Before getting links to the pathways for a specific organism, it is necessary
to step down through the text hierarchy.
However, on the charts, the enzymes that
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